
THE WHITTINGTON DEVELOPMENT

NORTH WEST ATHERSTONE

TEN PRINCIPLES FOR WHITTINGTON



INTRODUCTION TO THE ESTATE

Merevale & Blyth Estate is a privately owned and managed landed 
estate situated in the heart of the North Warwickshire countryside. It 
extends, broadly, between the attractive market towns of Coleshill to 
the South and Atherstone and the Leicestershire border to the North 
and has been in the same family ownership for some 400 years based at 
Merevale Hall near Atherstone. 

The Estate has a traditional character and comprises land farmed by the 
Estate’s arable farming business as well as let farms, extensive woodlands 
and a diverse range of property.

The objectives of the Estate are focused on the long term stewardship 
of the countryside whilst encouraging the rural economy to flourish 
through sustainable diversification. We are actively involved in large 
scale woodland plantings, environmental land management schemes 
and attempts to increase biodiversity through habitat creation and 
maintenance and have a history of promoting public access.

An extensive range of residential and business premises are let and 
managed through the Estate Office. In recent years a number of sizeable 
commercial and industrial developments have been planned, financed 
and constructed by the Estate through its own development company, 
Park Top Ltd, with all the completed schemes remaining within the 
Estate portfolio.

Developing the resources of the Estate for the long term, whilst 
retaining its unique character and working in partnership with the local 
community, is the focus for all the activity on this busy and diverse  
rural Estate.
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Wedding Barns Kingsbury Mineral Railway

AD Energy Plant Biomass Energy Plant
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Developments by Merevale Estate
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE
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4.  To Secure the Vision
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6.  To Connect with the Hinterland

7.  To Reflect the Vernacular

8.  To Enhance the Natural Environment

9.  To Deliver a Local Dividend

10.  To Balance Aspiration with Viability

TEN PRINCIPLES FOR WHITTINGTON

Merevale Estate has been considering the best 
approach to developing its land at Whittington on 
the north western edge of Atherstone into a new 
community. This sizeable and long term scheme 
has the ability to deliver a cohesive, attractive, 

sustainable and healthy community that will stand 
the tests of time. This document, illustrated with 
photographs of Atherstone and the local area, sets 
out the Ten Principles that the Estate would use to 
govern that process of change.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

1. To Make the Place

Churchill observed that we shape our buildings 
and thereafter they shape our lives. The Merevale 
Estate is an admirer of the Legacy Movement and 
takes a very long term view of its responsibility 
to deliver housing on its land. We will retain an 

enduring interest in Whittington and will take a 
role in subsequent stewardship. The aim is to build 
the Conservation Areas of the future and, through 
appropriate control, to protect the public realm and 
the place-making.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

2. To Build Community

Great places can be envisaged but they are only 
successful if they work socially. Design is important 
but so too is the thinking behind how the new 
Whittington community can live successfully while 
integrating fully with its host settlement Atherstone. 
This is the key to popular development. We believe 

that genuine consultation will reveal how best to 
engender collective civic pride which will then shape 
the proposals. The Merevale Estate also embraces 
the challenge to meet local needs by providing the 
right blend of affordable housing which should, by 
careful design and integration, be tenure blind.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

3. To Live Sustainably

Sustainability is about how we choose to live our lives. 
The question here is how, by intelligent planning 
and good design, we can facilitate that choice at 
Whittington. One example would be the adoption 
of a fabric first approach so as to reduce energy 
needs. If we plan and design well we can create a 

place where a sustainable pattern of living occurs 
naturally. The best proposals, however, stimulate 
people to recognise how they can contribute actively. 
In this way the new community takes ownership of, 
and pride in, sustainable initiatives.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

4. To Secure the Vision

Time spent in defining a clear vision for great 
place-making is nothing if it cannot be secured 
and then protected. The nation is littered with 
examples of good intentions expressed though 
artists’ impressions which fail dismally to match 
up in delivery. This is the root cause of scepticism 
towards all house building proposals.

Following the ideas of the Legacy Movement 
we have elected to work with the community to 
shape proposals and are preparing to partner with 
housebuilders to be selected on the basis of their 
commitment to this approach. This partnership 
approach enables the faithful delivery of the  
shared vision.

We would then protect Whittington through a 
Design and Community Code which will explain 
both its wider objectives and the basis for the 
design and place-making. The Code will anticipate 
possible changes sought by residents; explain how 
to seek consent, and why the sort of change which 
might diminish the public realm would be refused.

We hope to encourage early constructive 
engagement with the Atherstone community 
having reassured people that the subsequently 
resolved proposals can not only be delivered but 
also secured for the long term.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

5. To Complement Atherstone

We will make sure that the energy and the opportunity 
of Whittington, as a significant new urban 
extension, will bring dividends to Atherstone. This 
goes beyond reflecting the character of Atherstone 

to understanding the town’s present strengths and 
weaknesses and exploring how Whittington can be 
the catalyst to stimulate change.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

6. To Connect with the Hinterland

We own attractive land abutting the site and will 
look beyond the red line of the proposed allocation 
in order to see how the hinterland might contribute 
towards the liveability of Whittington. This might 

be about educational opportunities, it could be to do 
with local food, or recreation, the natural world, or 
simply about finding the right permeable boundary 
between the urban and the rural.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

7. To Reflect the Vernacular

There is so much to admire in the local building 
tradition which can inform how we should design 
Whittington. Reflecting local identity through the 
use of materials and architecture serves to extend 

the dialect of Atherstone. This language needs to be 
studied, understood, shared, and endorsed before 
we engage in any design work.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

8. To Enhance the Natural Environment

Well conceived Legacy Movement schemes have 
the potential to mitigate impacts and to enhance 
the natural world we share. This is challenging but 
achievable and the hinterland may well have a part 

to play. Understanding the specifics first is essential 
before designing a strategy to provide the right 
opportunities over time.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

9. To Deliver a Local Dividend

We intend to explore how, both in delivery and 
following completion, Whittington can best 
contribute towards the local economy. This might 
be about the use of local materials, skills, the supply 

chain, and the town centre, but also opportunities 
for apprenticeships and training. The energy of 
creating Whittington should be planned so as to 
spread warmth as locally as possible.
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

10. To Balance Aspiration with Viability

Whittington must have commercial integrity. This 
is a healthy aspiration which will bring focus to 
discussions and is not about cutting corners. It has 
much more to do with sound investment in great 

place-making which the Estate believes will add 
value in a number of ways. We always prefer to 
see local needs being met and the dividend from 
planning obligations secured and invested locally.



Field Farm, Shepton Mallet

Thicket Mead, Midsomer Norton

Tregunnel Hill, Newquay, Cornwall
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE

Legacy movement developments admired by Merevale Estate that have inspired this approach.



Tregunnel Hill, Newquay, Cornwall

Clement’s Lane, Mere

Luzborough, Romsey, Hampshire

Poundbury, Dorset
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THE MEREVALE ESTATE
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